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Strong passwords are necessary to protect your privacy online. This allows you to create a strong password or passpric that you remember, and no one else can guess. A strong password for your online accounts should be: Really random Not shorter than 17 charactersDiffert for each online account Changed every 90 days There are some password
policies you should avoid: Don't use the general word +number format. Do not include publicly available personal information, such as your birthday. Do not use general shorthand and shifts (such as using the letter @in the letter a). @MIRAHNEVA through Twenty20 Although most passwords are combinations of numbers, letters, and symbols, the motto is
made of randomly combined words. For example: StingrayCobaltLyingStimulusLiquid Passphrases is both easier to remember and harder to guess than regular passwords. Try to meannize the first letter of each word or turn it into a song in your head. If you want to defend yourself against dictionary attacks, use at least five words, and they should be really
random. You don't want a sentence to sound like a sentence. To make sure the words you choose are really random, use a free passphrase generator like Diceware or Secure Passphrase Generator. For a selection of random letters and numbers, use Norton Password Generator or Avast's random password generator. Many online accounts have special
password requirements, so you may need to add numbers, special characters, or a mix of uppercase and lowercase letters. The use of easy-to-remember information, such as your birthday or a year of high school graduates, is highly discouraced. If you have trouble remembering passphrases, another strategy is to create an acronym for the sentence. For
example, a gallon of milk used to pay 32 cents in 1950 may mean: Agomutc$.32bi1950 Passwords are usually not good to write down; However, you can write a sentence as a reminder, and no one knows what it means if they find it. If you have multiple online accounts, you should use a password manager to track login credentials. As appealing as it is, you
shouldn't use the same combination of username and password for all your online accounts. Each account should have its own unique, complex password. Fortunately, you don't have to remember them all separately. Instead, you can use a password manager. This allows you to sign in with any account by entering the primary password of the password
manager. Some of the best password manager programs also have built-in password generators. If you want to know how strong your password is, use a password checker, such as a password meter. Regardless of password strength, it's always a good idea to use two-factor authentication (2FA) to secure online accounts whenever possible. When you turn
on 2FA and other services, you will receive a verification code via SMS or email each time you sign in. Most banking services and social media support some kind of 2FA. In addition to online accounts, you also need strong passwords for all your devices, especially if you carry them with you in public. In addition to passwords, most operating systems support
some form of biometric authentication. For example, Windows Hello uses facial recognition technology and an Apple Touch ID finger printer scanner to identify your account's username. Passwords protect your online accounts from other people who use the same computer. More importantly, they protect you from hackers who want to steal your personal
information. For example, if someone knows the password for your email address, they can get a lot of information about you, including where to bank, where you work, and where you live. A stolen password is often sold on the black market for criminal purposes. Hackers use several methods to steal passwords, including: Brute force attacks: A brutal force
attack uses automated software to guess passwords with randomised character combinations. Dictionary attacks: As well as brutal force attacks, random word combinations are used to guess passwords. Phishing: Hackers directly obtain private information through phishing emails, robocalls, or misleading links to get passwords from users. Identity recycling:
If a hacker has your username and password for one account, they're likely to try to access the same credentials on your other accounts. If you suspect that one of your passwords has been compromised: Create a new, stronger password. Change the passwords for the associated accounts. Update your account recovery information. Keep an eye on your
bank account when making unauthorized purchases. Your username and password can be compromised through no fault of your own. Several high-profile companies, including Facebook and Sony, have been victims of data breaches that revealed users' login credentials. You can visit the Avast Hack Check website and enter your email address to see if
your privacy has been compromised. If so, change the passwords for all email-related accounts. If possible, set up security issues and account recovery information to further protect your accounts. The Russian gang has compromised and stolen more than 1 billion credentials from 420,000 websites, according to a new report by The New York Times and
security research firm Hold Security.Hold Security, which reported a similar hack in February that may or may be related to this site, but from now on the company will not mention the names of the hacked sites as many of them remain vulnerable. Krebs says most of these are used for spam. At the moment, however, it appears that most of these user IDs,
emails and passwords are used to send spam to social networks and have not been sold to identity thieves or anyone else. We therefore do not propose that: I should still change all your passwords. From now on, it's a good time to check your password password And make sure everything's okay. Password tricks don't always work, but it's a good idea to
check and check passwords from time to time because the only secure password is a password you don't remember. Here's a quick primer to start our favorite password manager LastPass (any other password manager, like one of these, also does the trick):When something like a password database compromise happens, it's a good time to reassess...
Read moreVenjäjenjengi told Amass over 1 billion stolen Internet credentials | Hacking The New York Times into online accounts is easier than most people realize, and hackers use it in a few different ways. Sometimes they use a well-known method called phishing. Some hackers guess passwords or use a password reset tool to create a new password
without the account owner knowing and consenting. The best way to protect your password from thieves is to understand how they steal passwords, and then strengthen your policies. Hackers often steal passwords using a technique called phishing, in which a hacker sends an official-looking email directing the recipient to a fake website or form. Enter the
password on the fake site, and the hacker will grab the password. For example, a hacker might send an e-mail message ingesting that your bank account password is too weak and needs to be reset. Such an email would then direct you to click on a link to a fraudulent website that looks like a site imitated. When you click on the link and land on the page, the
hacker hopes that you will enter your email address and password, no doubt nothing is wrong. When the information is entered into the form, the hacker receives an email containing the account information and password, as well as full access to the bank account. The hacker can then log in with this credentials, see bank transactions, transfer money, and
maybe write online checks. A hacker can also access the account using the website password reset tool. The purpose of this tool is to help you remember your password. If a hacker knows the answers to secret questions in the account, they can reset the password and log into the account with a new password. Don't respond to funny Facebook memes
where people post information about themselves and see how they compare to their friends. Some of these issues are common account recovery security issues. This type of social engineering meme prompts users to hand over critical information publicly, making it trivial to circumvent password recovery tools even if the hacker doesn't have your password.
The same concept applies to all websites that use login, such as an email provider, credit card company, or social media website. For example, if a hacker steals an online backup service password, they can see everyone backing up with an account Download these files to their computer and view the account owner's private documents, images, and other
digital papers. Another way to hack an account is to guess If the password is based on personal information (for example, a birthday, address, or phone number) or a simple phrase, the hacker can get directly in without your knowledge. Each time you receive an email to reset your password, check the sender's email address to make sure the domain is real.
It usually looks something@websitename.com. For example support@bank.com usually you get an email Bank.com. However, hackers can falsify email addresses very easily – which means they can falsify the sending address. To see the actual shipping address, view the source code of the e-mail message, that is, the original content that is behind the
message. In Gmail, click the menu (three vertical dots) in the upper-right corner of any message, then choose show original. The actual shipping address is displayed in the field. The best protection against password phishing is that you never click on the link in the email unless you know for sure that it is valid. Know what your banking sites look like so you
can detect fakes. If you know what to look for and are suspicious every time you enter your password online, you can block successful phishing attempts. You can also take a few other precautions. When you open a link in an email, make sure that the browser resolves the link correctly. For example, if whatever.bank.com changes to a somethingelse.org,
leave the page immediately from the address bar of your browser. Verify that the first letters of the URL are https. S means it's a safe place. Never enter financial information into a site that is not secure. KTSDESIGN/Getty Images If you receive an email with a suspicious link, enter the WEBSITE URL directly in the navigation bar instead of clicking the link.
Set up two-step (or two-factor) authentication if the site supports it so that you need each time you sign in, both the password and the code you get on a different device. You can get the code by email or phone, so a hacker needs both your password and access to your email account or phone. If the site supports it, use hardware IDs (such as Yubikey) or an
authentication app, such as Google Authenticator or Microsoft Authenticator. Two-factor authentication is better than one-factor authentication. If possible, avoid receiving challenge codes via SMS. Choose complex questions for password reset security checks or avoid answering them truthfully, so guessing would be almost impossible for a hacker. For
example, if one of the questions is which city my first job was in? respond to it with some kind of password, such as topekaKSt0wn or even something completely unrelated and random, such as UJTwUf9e. Many people have simple passwords. Change them if you have them. Include uppercase letters, numbers, and like a th space marker. If you have a very
strong, secure password, you probably won't remember it from the top of your head (which is good). Use a free password manager manager passwords where you can use them securely. Google Chrome browser has a secure password manager. Store sensitive information, such as credit card and bank information, only in online accounts hosted by trusted
companies. When shopping online, consider using PayPal (which provides additional layers of security). Another solution is to use a temporary or reloadable card to prevent the hacker from getting in balance. Access.
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